Summary Abstract

In the United States, public availability of restrooms is a growing problem that can be traced to policy gaps at the national level. Two federal departments have mandates to rectify this problem. One has acted but the other has not.

The U.S. Department of Labor regulates workplace restrooms throughout the individual states through the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration, or OSHA. OSHA provides the necessary regulations to ensure that employees “will not suffer the adverse health effects that can result if toilets are not available” when needed.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is responsible for protecting the health of the public in general, not just employees. This federal agency, however, has failed to recognize the threat to public health if restroom facilities are not available.

This lack of federal recognition makes it easy for

- Local governments to close public restrooms
- Government-supported schools to prevent students from using restrooms.
- Transit systems to put their amenities off limits to passengers
- Airlines to deny passengers use of toilets throughout flights.

Since the Department of Health and Human Services has the mandate to protect the health of all Americans, the American Restroom Association is launching a call to action. The group is calling on the American people to act through their representatives in Congress to ensure that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services spells out the public health requirements related to toilet facilities. This will not require new legislation, only that an existing mandate be met.

The paper references numerous case studies where the basic human right to use a toilet has been denied.

Federal Agencies and their Responsibilities

The departments and agencies within the executive branch of the U.S. Government play a key role in policy implementation. While the United States Congress makes laws, it empowers the relevant federal departments or agencies to develop the regulations required to put the laws into effect. These regulations help shape state and local laws and directly affect people's lives.

The mandate of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) is “protecting the health of all Americans.”¹ Its budget² is larger than a majority of the other federal departments combined. DHHS administers Medicare health insurance in collaboration with the Social Security Administration and funds programs of state and local governments, either directly or through grants to private sector organizations. DHHS operates the National Institutes for Health, the Centers for Disease Control, and the Food and Drug Administration.

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) “fosters and promotes the welfare of the job seekers, wage earners, and retirees”. The federal labor laws its administers guarantee workers’ rights. Among these is the right “to safe and healthful working conditions.”

Within DOL is the Occupational Health and Safety Administration, or OSHA.

The mission of OSHA is to assure the safety and health of America’s workers. OSHA administers the Occupational Safety and Health Act by investigating, inspecting and regulating health and safety conditions in the workplace, either directly or through OSHA-approved state programs.

Regulations made by the executive departments and federal agencies appear as the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR), which is ultimately enforced by the U.S. Department of Justice.

**Policy Gaps and the Public Restroom Crisis**

OSHA has strong requirements for workplace restroom access that are based on the ill health effects of denying employees this access. Recognizing that a person’s health is jeopardized when they are not able to use the toilet, OSHA decreed a regulation that is enforced by the U.S. Department of Justice. Entitled “Toilet Facilities,” 29 CFR 1910.141(c)(1)(i) “requires employers to provide their employees with toilet facilities so that they will not suffer the adverse health effects that can result if toilets are not available...”

However, the authority to address the adverse health effects that result if toilets are not available is the DHHS, the lead agency of the United States Government responsible for protecting the health of all Americans.

Unfortunately, there appear to be no DHHS regulations or guidance-based recognition that lack of access to restrooms is a serious health issue. This is ironic since DOL based its CFR entitled “Toilet Facilities” on research published by the National Institutes of Health, a DHHS agency that conducts and supports medical research to improve people's health and save lives.

**Public Health Benefits of Clean, Safe, Accessible Restrooms**

Adverse health effects result when people cannot get access to toilets when they are away from home. In establishing requirements for employers to make toilets available to employees, OSHA cited the following:

Medical studies show the importance of regular urination, with women generally needing to void more frequently than men. Adverse health effects that may result from voluntary urinary retention include increased frequency of urinary tract infections (UTIs), which can lead to more serious infections and, in rare situations, renal damage (Nielsen, A. Waite, W., "Epidemiology of Infrequent Voiding and Associated Symptoms," Scand J Urol Nephrol Supplement 157). UTIs during pregnancy have been associated with low birthweight babies, who are at risk for additional health problems compared to normal weight infants (Naeye, R.L., "Causes of the Excess Rates of Perinatal Mortality and the Prematurity in Pregnancies Complicated by Maternity Urinary Tract Infections," New England J. Medicine 1979; 300(15); 819-823). Medical evidence also shows that health problems, including constipation, abdominal pain, diverticuli, and hemorrhoids, can result if individuals delay defecation.

Public restrooms serve the “restroom challenged.” This term refers to people who have to go frequently (every hour or so) and to those for whom the need to go comes suddenly and urgently. The “restroom

---

challenged” may be people with normal conditions such as pregnancy, youth or aging or those with a wide range of medical conditions. As many of these medical conditions are invisible, the “restroom challenged” make up a large and somewhat silent segment of society.

As rates of obesity rise dramatically, health officials recommend physical activity to reduce the risk of disease. Yet many people avoid physical activity in parks and public places if restrooms are not available.

Apart from detriments to physical health, people’s mental well-being is compromised when families cannot enjoy activities in public places because of a lack of basic amenities.

Situations in which People are Denied Use of a Toilet

The lack of federal recognition of the right to and benefits of toilet use leads to the following situations:

- Local governments continue to close public restrooms
- Government-supported schools are preventing students from using the lavatories.
- Most transit systems put their amenities off limits to passengers
- Airlines can deny passengers use of toilets throughout flights.

Situation 1: Local governments continue to close public restrooms.

Despite broad citizen demand for restrooms, city, town and county governments throughout the United States continue to close public restrooms, a trend that began a half century ago.

When local officials close or fail to open restrooms they often cite “security issues” which embody a whole gamut of fears ranging from international terrorism, to immoral behavior, to vandalism and misuse of premises for criminal activities. Restrooms are being closed to limit infractions of laws already on the books.

---

11 Couture, “Forced Retention of Bodily Waste.”
12 Researchers report that “among postmenopausal women … mean voided volume and maximum functional capacity were inversely related to patient age.” See M.P. Fitzgerald, N. Butler, S. Shott, and L. Brubaker, “Bother arising from urinary frequency in women,” Neurology and Urodynamics, vol. 21, no. 1:36-40, (2002), <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=PubMed>. Another expert says “the muscle of the bladder loses elasticity and tone. Hence, the bladder holds almost 50% less urine (causing more frequent urination) and empties less completely. The warning period between the urge and actual urination is shortened or lost as one ages. Muscular disability, spinal cord effects on the bladder muscle, tumors, infection, anatomic damage to the sphincters and/or bladder neck may cause incontinence in advancing age. Other risks for incontinence in old age include chronic disease, cognitive impairment, medications, smoking, pelvic muscle weakness, low fluid intake and environment.” See Linda Breytspraak, “Does bladder capacity decrease with age, which leads to frequent urination?” <http://missonfamilies.org/quick/agingqa/agingqa27.htm>.
14 The CDC notes that the prevalence of obesity among adults has increased from 15.0% to 32.9% in the past 25 years, with sharp increases also recorded for children and teens. See “Overweight and Obesity,” <http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/>.
15 Restrooms were second only to drinking fountains as amenities desired by park users in survey conducted by the ETC Institute for Arlington County Parks and Recreation (Virginia), June 2002. “Restrooms in Parks, along trails, and in Public Space,” <www.americanrestroom.org/prn/index.html#ac>.
Cost is a factor and only sometimes is it related to security and maintenance expenses. Cities that had adequate restrooms in the past do not have them today.

Even when local jurisdictions keep restrooms open on a regular basis, there are gaps that render them unavailable to those who need them. Restroom hours are limited so they are not open in the early morning or early evening. There are winter closures. Restrooms are also unavailable during the interim periods after old ones are closed, burn down or are demolished for new construction.

Communities often split on the issue of restrooms, leaving city councils deadlocked. Citizen pressure is both for and against, frequently pitting upscale neighborhoods and developers against the general public. Overlapping jurisdictions may disagree. Some cities open and close restrooms in cycles, so no availability is guaranteed over time.

Situation 2: Government-supported schools are preventing students from using the lavatories

Throughout the United States, school administrators are restricting student access to restrooms. Few school systems have policies for restroom use but leave individual administrators or even teachers to determine the rules as they see fit.

Schools close or prohibit use of restrooms in response to threats of mischief, incidents of vandalism, fear of "copy cat" attacks following school violence elsewhere, and practice lockdown drills. While school officials usually claim the need for safety and supervision, denial of toilet use is also being used as collective punishment.

In light of such bans, students may urinate on school grounds or in bottles, suffering humiliation or
suspension in the process.\textsuperscript{37}

Some principals lock all school lavatories except those near the main entrance. To use restrooms, students may be required to have escorts\textsuperscript{38}, acquire hall passes, sign in and sign out\textsuperscript{39}, or carry personal logs initialed by teachers.\textsuperscript{40}

A practice reported in several schools does not appear to be related to security. Students may use toilets during 90-minute classes but only at the expense of higher grades; unused restroom passes may be traded for extra academic credit.\textsuperscript{41}

A further deterrent to normal toilet use is the removal of stall doors and the resulting denial of privacy. In some instances restroom doors are locked open so that boys standing at urinals and girls exiting stalls can be seen from the hallway.\textsuperscript{42} These rulings not only contradict basic health guidance\textsuperscript{43} but also the counsel of school coaches that student athletes remain hydrated for after school sports training.\textsuperscript{44}

Situation 3: Most transit systems put their amenities off limits to passengers

Throughout the United States there is a general lack of available restrooms for users of public mass transit.

Many lavatories originally built for the public remain in working order to serve transit employees, whose right to use the restroom is guaranteed under OSHA. There is no such protection for the right of passengers to use the toilet despite the mandate of the Department of Heath and Human Services to protect public health. A single transit stop in the Chicago transit system has a toilet for passenger use, while there are toilets in most of the 144 stations for employee use.

In 1940 there were 1,676 public toilets in New York City’s subway stations. Sixty years later only 78 toilets remained to serve the four million riders who use the city’s 468 subway stations every day.\textsuperscript{45} In the period following September 11, 2001, security concerns led transit officials to close additional restrooms.\textsuperscript{46} Temporary restroom lockdowns resulting from security alerts,\textsuperscript{47} construction,\textsuperscript{48} or budget shortfalls\textsuperscript{49} can last many months or years. Apart from transit customers, cab drivers, cyclists, pedestrians and others who use alternatives to the private car, also have difficulty finding available toilets.\textsuperscript{51}

In some systems there is a policy to open restrooms at the request of passengers.\textsuperscript{51} However, the inadequate training or resistance of employees and poor communication of the policy to the public make this impracticable.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{38} Associated Press, “Pranksters’ tricks.”
\textsuperscript{39} Anderson, “Bathrooms off limits.”
\textsuperscript{41} Groenke, “Schools play hard-to-get”; Shapiro, “How Bad Do You Have to Go?”
\textsuperscript{42} Shapiro, “How Bad Do You Have to Go?”
\textsuperscript{44} Shapiro, “How Bad Do You Have to Go?”
\textsuperscript{50} “Javits Center Offering Cabbies Potty Perk,” 1010 WINS radio, January 13, 2005.
\textsuperscript{51} Among others, Boston’s MTA, Atlanta’s MARTA, Washington D.C.’s Metro and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority. See also Mike Rupert, “Metro to riders: Not now!” \textit{The Examiner}, September 20, 2005; Associated Press ‘Metro riders make use of self-cleaning toilet.”
Situation 4: Airlines can deny passengers use of toilets throughout a flight.

Airline passengers in United States appear to have no legal protection of their right to use restroom facilities on board an aircraft. Planes with single restrooms carry passengers on regularly scheduled flights of more than one hour. Passengers have suffered extreme discomfort and humiliation because the single restroom has been closed, in one case because the light did not work.  

In the case of restroom malfunction, airline pilots are entitled to decide whether to divert the plane for repairs or to continue on course. Cabin crews simply enforce the authority of the pilot. Following passenger complaints airlines need do nothing more than apologize, although they may offer travel vouchers as a courtesy.

This is because under current US law, flying most commercial planes without a working toilet is legal. Moreover, there is no federal regulation of the passenger-to-toilet ratio.

There are a handful of federal regulations on airplane restrooms. The Air Carrier Access Act of 1986 requires a working restroom only on planes with more than one aisle that were delivered or refurbished after 1992. The Code of Federal Regulations has numerous rules about the installation of smoke detectors in aircraft restrooms to prevent passengers from smoking but is silent on the any other guidelines for restroom use. Comments New York Times writer Christopher Elliott, “A functioning toilet is such a basic necessity that the law appears to take it for granted.”

Public Health, Restroom Availability and U.S. Government Mandates: A Call to Action

The health of today’s Americans depends on the availability of clean safe restrooms in the public places. Restrooms advance mental and physical health, fitness, and well-being. Conversely, serious health issues result when restroom availability is compromised.

The United States Department of Health and Human Services has the mandate to protect the health of all Americans. The availability of toilet facilities is a core public health issue.

America’s workers are guaranteed the right to use the toilet under the Occupational Health and Safety Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor. The general public deserves the same basic right.

Therefore, the American Restroom Association calls on the public and their representatives in the U.S. Congress to ensure that Department of Health and Human Services address this omission at least to the extent it has been addressed by OHSA.

Note: The original title of this paper is the following: Availability of Restrooms In the United States and Federal Public Health Mandates: A Call to Action
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52 For example, Chicago Transit Authority opens restrooms for passengers with medical conditions but only if three CTA employees are present; see John Hilkevitch, “Toilets on transit gaining popularity but CTA unlikely to be on that train,” Chicago Tribune, May 14, 2007. A survey showed half of station managers in the Washington D.C. Metro denied restrooms are available despite official policy; see Mike Rupert, “Metro to riders: Not now!” Metro restrooms on request policy is four pages long and staff scratch off kiosk stickers that summarize policy; see “Soul of a New System,” The Washington Post, August 13, 2006. See also Mark Ginocchio, “Panel wants answers on SoNo station,” The Stamford Advocate, (Connecticut), September 22, 2006 and “Restroom Availability at Major American Subway Systems” at <http://www.americanrestroom.org/metrorail/subway_rr.htm>.
